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Allen and Hubbard (1986) increased the accessi-
bility of parallel analysis for principal components
applications by developing an equation to predict
mean eigenvalues of random data matrices with
unities in the diagonals. Two recent studies have
shown, however, that Allen and Hubbard’s proce-
dure may yield degenerate solutions&mdash;that is, solu-
tions in which succeeding eigenvalues are larger

than preceding eigenvalues. The parameters of
sample size and number of variables within which
the Allen and Hubbard equation degenerates are
documented. Implications for the use of this
procedure are discussed. Index terms: exploratory
factor analysis, factor extraction, parallel analysis,
principal components analysis, rules for factor
retention.

Determining the &dquo;correct&dquo; number of components to retain in principal components analysis is
arguably the most important decision that a researcher makes (Velicer & Jackson, 1990), because
extracting too many or too few factors will have a major impact on subsequent interpretation of the
analysis (Zwick & Velicer, 1986). Numerous methods have been developed for selecting the number
of components to retain in principal components analysis. Of these methods, empirical research (e.g.,
Zwick & Velicer, 1986) has favored parallel analysis (Horn, 1965), which can be viewed as a correc-
tion for sample size to Kaiser’s (1960) eigenvalue greater-than-one rule. Horn’s procedure suggests
retention of only those components from observed data with eigenvalues larger than the correspond-
ing eigenvalues from random data. Parallel analysis is especially useful when overextraction is likely
using Kaiser’s rule (e.g., principal components analysis of item responses to personality question-
naires ; Loehlin, 1987, p. 146).

Allen and Hubbard (1986) increased the accessibility of parallel analysis for principal components
applications by developing an equation to predict mean eigenvalues of random data matrices with
unities in the diagonals. Their equation, which yields up to 48 latent roots, took this form:

where X is the eigenvalue, i is the ordinal position of the eigenvalue; n is the sample size; p is the
number of variables; b;, ci, and di are regression coefficients; and cc; is the intercept. For their study,
p ranged from 5 to 50, and n ranged from 30 to 1,000. n and p combinations with n > 3pl2 were
included in regression analyses. Predictions of mean eigenvalues using Equation 1 yielded multiple
correlations of at least .965. Equation 1 has been implemented for microcomputers by Hays (1987),
and Holden, Longman, Cota, and Fekken (1989). The present study investigated reports by Lauten-
schlager (1989), and Longman, Cota, Holden, and Fekken (1989) that the Allen and Hubbard equation
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&dquo;degenerates&dquo; (i.e., yields solutions in which eigenvalues begin to increase after a specific ordinal
position) for parameter values within the range of those used in its development.

Method

Using Allen and Hubbard’s (1986) equation as implemented by Holden et al. (1989), solutions
of predicted mean eigenvalues for values of p between 5 and 50 and several values of n ranging from
30 to 1,000 were generated. n = 30 was the lowest value used for values of p from 5 to 19. For the
remaining values of p, 76 was the lowest value of n that was used. Solutions were examined for de-
generacy, with degeneracy defined as the situation where any successive eigenvalue was larger

Table 1
Ordinal Positions of Eigenvalues That Mark Onset of Degeneracy

for Five Specific n Values at Values of p From 5 to 50
(nmax = Sample Size)
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than a preceding eigenvalue. For every case of p with anomalous solutions, the maximum value of
n possible (i.e., n&dquo;,ux) before degenerate results emerged was identified.

Finally, to examine how degeneracy varied with different levels of n and p, solutions were generat-
ed with n = 400, 600, 800, and 1,000 for all values of p that produced degenerate results.

Results and Discussion

Results are displayed in Table 1. No degenerate solutions occurred for values of p between 5 and
15. Degenerate solutions emerged, however, for all cases in which p ranged from 16 to 50. For instance,
anomalies emerged when n was larger than 745 for p = 16.

Ordinal positions of eigenvalues that marked the onset of anomalies for values of n of nmax + 1,
400, 600, 800, and 1,000 are also given in Table 1. For example, the 14th eigenvalue was larger than
the 13th eigenvalue for p = 16 and n = 1,000.

Results indicate that the Allen and Hubbard procedure degenerates systematically and pervasive-
ly. Depending on parameters, anomalies may even emerge within the first p/2 eigenvalues. Degenera-
cy in Equation 1, which may occur because of its recursive nature, is a function of both n and p,
and it is most serious when large n and p values are combined.

These results are consistent with previous findings of degeneracy in Equation 1 (Lautenschlager,
1989; Longman et al., 1989), and they demonstrate that using this procedure for its full range of
n and p is inappropriate. It is recommended that researchers not use Equation 1 for any application
with p = 16 or larger and n larger than the relevant nmax’ It is also recommended that alternative
methods be explored for obtaining criterion eigenvalues for Horn’s (1965) procedure (e.g., Lauten-
schlager, 1989; Longman et al., 1989).
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